Open API Webinar – Thank you!

Thank you for your interest at the recent IATA Webinar on IATA Open API.

The webcast sessions shared with you how Industry API Standards can enhance design consistency and interoperability in data exchange. The airlines and industry providers also shared their journey in maximizing the benefits of modern API Standards, discoverability, and collaboration and how it elevated their own operations.

Supporting documents from the sessions:

- Recording of the sessions
  - 4 April 2024, focusing on Passenger side: YouTube and Youku
  - 22 May 2024, focusing on Cargo side: YouTube and Youku

- Presentation of the sessions
  - 4 April 2024 Presentation
  - 22 May 2024 Presentation

- Join the Digital Cargo Conference on 24 – 25 September, more information here
- E-learning course on One Record